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Abstract
In a previous study on voiceless stop aspiration in Heritage Calabrian Italian spoken in Toronto, 
we found that the transmission of a sociophonetic variable differed from cross-generational 
phonetic variation induced by increased contact with the majority language. Universal phonetic 
factors and the social characteristics of the speakers appeared to influence contact-induced 
variation much more straightforwardly than the transmission of the sociophonetic variable. 
In the current study, we investigate further, examining possible alternative explanations 
related to the lexical distribution of the aspiration phenomena. We test two alternative 
hypotheses, the first one predicting that the diffusion of a majority language’s phonetic feature 
is frequency-driven while change in a sociophonetic feature is not (or not that regularly across 
generations), and the second one predicting that sociophonetic aspiration decreases across 
generations by being progressively more dependent on the frequency of lexical items. Our 
results show that sociophonetic aspiration resists lexicalization and applies to both frequent 
and infrequent words even in the speech of third-generation speakers. By contrast, the 
progressive introduction of contact-induced phonetic change is led by high-frequency words. 
These findings add to the complexity of heritage language phonology by suggesting that the 
pronunciation features of a heritage language can follow different fates depending on their 
sociolinguistic roles.
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1 Introduction

The pronunciation patterns of heritage languages spoken in ethnic minority settings have been 
shown to differ from those of both monolinguals and bilinguals of different sociolinguistic settings 
(e.g., Amengual, 2016; Au et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2011; Chang & Yao, 2016). Heritage lan-
guages challenge our traditional notions of (non)nativeness in language acquisition and use (Cheng 
et al., 2021) and require a gradient approach to bilingualism (Ortega, 2020). This is even truer 
when a comparison across generations of heritage speakers is involved. In the framework of herit-
age language studies, sociolinguistic variation in phonetics and phonology is particularly under-
investigated (Celata, 2019; Rao, 2016). While current developmental approaches to sociolinguistic 
variation mostly have first-language acquisition and full parent-to-child transmission mechanisms 
in their focus (cf. Chevrot & Foulkes, 2013; Labov, 2014), it is crucial to find out whether and how 
sociophonetic variation characterizing the homeland variety is transmitted across generations in 
the heritage context. The issue has descriptive as well as theoretical relevance. Socio-indexical 
language features are by definition rooted in the social dynamics of a given speech community, so 
the question arises of whether such features change when the speakers move to a different speech 
community, particularly when their native language then becomes a minority language. Moreover, 
the mechanisms by which socioindexical variation is potentially transmitted to later generations of 
heritage speakers are unknown. That is, assuming that socioindexically relevant features are pre-
served in the speech of first-generation immigrants, we should also investigate whether and how 
they are passed on to their children and grandchildren.

In a previous study on Heritage Calabrian Italian spoken in Toronto, we found that the transmis-
sion of a sociophonetic variable (one that is socially indexed) differed from phonetic variation that 
could be attributed to contact with the majority language (Nodari et al., 2019; see also Nagy & 
Kochetov, 2013). We compared the production of voiceless stops in unstressed versus stressed syl-
lable conditions in the heritage language of first-, second-, and third-generation (Gen 1, 2, and 3) 
Calabrian Italian speakers to determine whether aspiration in unstressed syllables, a typical socio-
phonetic feature of Calabrian Italian speech, decreases.

The first Italians came to Canada in the late-19th century, but the bulk of migration happened in 
the mid-20th century. The speakers in our study are (descendants of) this group. The Gen 1 speak-
ers examined here were born in Calabria between 1935 and 1959 and came to Canada to escape 
miserable social and economic conditions in southern Italy (Di Salvo, 2017). In the interviews 
analyzed here, the speakers use a regional variety of Italian influenced by centuries of contact with 
Calabrese (a Romance language with an origin independent of Florentine-based “standard” Italian; 
Coseriu, 1980). All regional varieties of Italian across Italy are influenced by their respective local 
Romance language and constitute current spoken Italian (Crocco, 2017).

Italian is a language with a true voicing distinction, in contrast to English, which uses aspiration 
(spread glottis) to distinguish two series of consonants. However, the variety of Italian considered 
here, Calabrian regional Italian, does use aspiration socioindexically, but in different contexts from 
where it appears in English; this is detailed below.

Voiceless stop aspiration is a socioindexical feature of Calabrese which has percolated into 
Calabrian Italian; it indexes in particular low socioeconomic status, low mobility, strong connec-
tion to the local ways of life, and male speech (Falcone, 1976; Nodari, 2017, 2022). Importantly, 
the context for this aspiration is mostly limited to onset stops in unstressed syllables which are 
preceded by a coda sonorant, as in tanto “much” [ˈtantʰo] (or are the second half of a stop geminate, 
as in tutto “all” [ˈtutʰːo], a context not investigated in Nodari et al., 2019); we term this context 
“unstressed C.CV,” or “C.CV” for short. According to Sorianello (1996) and Nodari (2017), voice 
onset time (VOT) values range between 24 and 48 ms, with variation influenced by position 
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(stressed vs. unstressed syllables), local variety, and the place of articulation of the consonant. 
Given its correlation to the social characteristics of the speakers in Calabria, we use the label of 
sociophonetic aspiration to refer to C.CV aspiration.

In contrast, aspiration in stressed syllable onsets is typical of English (“stressed CV́,” or “CV́” 
for short). It includes onset stops in intervocalic or post-pausal position, as in the first segment of 
tutto “all” [ˈtutʰːo]). As far as we know from the available literature, Canadian English does not 
differ from other accents of English in this respect. For instance, Caramazza et al. (1973) report an 
average VOT of 62–90 ms (depending on the place of articulation) in monolingual speakers and of 
39–67 ms for French-English bilinguals; according to Fowler et al. (2008), values are 60–78 ms for 
monolinguals and 53–70 ms for French–English bilinguals. Sociophonetic variation in VOT pro-
duction has been reported for selected varieties of English (e.g., Stuart Smith et al., 2015) but not 
for Canadian English.

Thus, for the Calabrian Italian speakers of Toronto, both the heritage and the host language pos-
sess long-lag VOT in their phonetic repertoire, but they differ in the phonological distribution of 
the feature since long-lag VOT is preferentially associated with pre-stress, word-initial stops in 
English and to post-stress, post-sonorant or geminate stops in Calabrian Italian. The other funda-
mental difference between the two languages is that voiceless stop aspiration is a sociophonetic 
variable in Calabrian Italian, indexing information about speaker characteristics and sociocultural 
features, while it has not been shown to have any such role in Toronto English. Aspiration of 
stressed syllables in heritage Calabrian Italian speech may certainly index the effects of language 
contact and the fact of being bilingual; however, there is no socioindexical value attributed to 
voiceless stop aspiration in English. There is no evidence of CV́ aspiration indexing social/ethnic 
features in Italian in Calabria, in contrast to the C.CV context.

In Nodari et al. (2019) we anticipated that aspiration in CV́ environments would increase across 
generations as a consequence of increased contact with the majority language. A summary of the 
significant effects of that study, and a sample of words in which the variable occurs, is given in 
Table 1. On average, VOT was longer in unstressed C.CV than in stressed CV́ syllables (41 vs. 
26 ms) and stops were also perceptually judged as aspirated by Italian judges more frequently in 
the unstressed syllables (57% of the word tokens) than in the stressed ones (18%). More impor-
tantly, mixed model analyses showed that the VOT of voiceless stops decreased across generations 
in the unstressed (sociolinguistically indexed) condition, whereas it did not vary significantly in 
the stressed (putative English-influence) condition. We suggested that at this particular level of 
phonetic implementation, sociophonetic marking decreased in successive generations, which can 
be interpreted as a consequence of changes in the social and linguistic conditions across genera-
tions of heritage speakers. In contrast, the non-socially-indexed VOT of plosives in stressed syl-
lables did not increase. Moreover, although we found the canonical /k/>/t/>/p/ hierarchy of VOT 
duration in both contexts of aspiration, the pattern was more consistent in English-like aspiration 
than in sociophonetic aspiration; in the latter case, Gen 1 and 3 speakers produced a longer VOT 
for /k/ and similarly shorter ones for both /t/ and /p/. The sex of the speaker was a significant pre-
dictor of VOT in English-like stressed syllable aspiration (with males producing longer VOTs than 
females) but not in Calabrian-like unstressed syllable aspiration.

In the same study, aspiration was also perceptually identified by native Italian (non-Calabrian) 
listeners. As a result of those perceptual ratings, each syllable was coded as bearing “perceived 
aspiration” or not. Evidence of cross-generational change in the rate of perceived aspiration was 
found in the frequency of both types of aspiration, but again with differences: there was a clear and 
gradual cross-generational change in the case of the sociophonetic aspiration, whereas in English-
like aspiration only Gen 3 speakers were found to aspirate more frequently than the two other 
groups, though nowhere near as frequently as would be found in English. At the perceptual level, 
aspiration was perceived more frequently for /t/ than for any other consonant in the case of 
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sociophonetic aspiration. The presence of a high vowel after the plosive was a significant predictor 
of (perceived) aspiration rate in English-like aspiration but not in Calabrian-like aspiration.

Finally, by correlating individual ethnic orientation scores (such as frequency of Italian lan-
guage use and cultural preferences; Nagy, 2009, 2011) with rates of perceived aspiration, we 
assessed that an increase in ethnic orientation toward the Italian language and culture was signifi-
cantly correlated to a decrease in contact-induced English-like aspiration. However, the ethnic 
orientation of the speakers in no way predicted individual rates of Calabrian sociophonetic aspira-
tion. Note that the effects of ethnic orientation also clearly relate to generation (since immigration) 
and thus to input varieties.

Taken together, these findings suggested that in the speech of bilingual heritage speakers, the 
cross-generational transmission of sociophonetically relevant features differs from the trans-
mission of phonetic features that are not markers of sociolinguistic identity in the homeland 
variety (see summary in Table 1). In particular, Calabrian aspiration was progressively and 
gradually changing in the speech of successive generations of heritage language speakers, and 
these changes affected the phonetic substance of plosive production (VOT) in an audible way. 
By contrast, English-like aspiration substantially began with the Gen 3 speakers and its pres-
ence was not sufficient to influence the phonetic substance of plosives (at least, concerning 
VOT) at the group level. The phonetic factors of vowel height and consonant place explained 
much of the variation in the English aspiration context. In the language contact situation 
described here, the introduction of the perceived-aspiration patterns of English into the heritage 
language was significantly predicted by the social characteristics of the speakers (sex, genera-
tion, and ethnic orientation), whereas the maintenance of the heritage language aspiration pat-
terns was not.

In sum, sociophonetic aspiration did appear to decrease cross-generationally, but this change 
was not influenced by external and internal variables in a straightforward way. External variables 
such as sociolinguistic orientation or sex did not explain this variation, and the language-internal 
phonetic effects of vowel height and consonant place of articulation had mixed and relatively weak 
effects. So the question of how sociophonetic variation is transmitted across generations remains 
open.

Table 1. Summary of Effects From Nodari et al. (2019).

Generational effect 
on rate of perceived 
aspiration

Generational effect 
on VOT

Correlation with ethnic 
orientation

Stressed CV́  
(English induced aspiration, e.g., 
la cárta “the paper”)

Increase from Gen2 to 
Gen 3

Stablea Negative correlation 
of perceived aspiration 
with language use and 
cultural choices

Unstressed C.CV (Calabrian 
sociophonetic aspiration, e.g., 
la cárta)

Decrease from Gen 2 
to Gen 3

Decrease from Gen 1 
to Gen 3b

No correlation

Note. VOT = voice onset time.
aNo main effect of generation; however, significant interaction with place of articulation (Gen 1 speakers opposed a 
longer VOT in /k/ to a shorter VOT on /t/ and /p/, Gen 2 and Gen 3 speakers produced a three-way distinction).
bMain effect of generation. In addition, significant interaction with place of articulation (Gen 1 and Gen 3 speakers op-
posed a longer VOT in /k/ to a shorter VOT on /t/ and /p/, Gen 2 speakers produced a three-way distinction).
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In this paper, we investigate further, examining alternative explanations related to the lexical 
distribution of the aspiration phenomena.

It is well known that the lexical level is a crucial component of many historical sound changes 
(cf. Labov, 1994; Wang, 1969). For instance, we have known for some time that sounds and words 
that are more frequent in the language may behave differently from less frequent sounds and words 
in sound change, sometimes by leading the spread of an innovation and sometimes by being more 
resistant to it (cf. Bybee, 2001; Hay et al., 2015; Phillips, 1984; Pierrehumbert, 2001). In regular 
(non-analogical) sound changes, the rate of the diffusion of a pronunciation feature across lexical 
items can be used as a measure of how far an innovation is from generalizing to the whole system. 
When frequent words lead in a sound change (particularly in the case of lenition), the effect of 
word frequency is small at the earliest stages of the change and increases as the change progresses 
more quickly (Hay & Foulkes, 2016). Phonetically gradual sound changes that involve complex 
structural changes (Phillips, 2006) or are driven by perceptual, rather than articulatory, forces may 
also show an advantage to low-frequency words over high-frequency ones (Ogura, 2012).

For heritage phonology, studies that have considered lexical predictors are extremely limited in 
number and scope. For instance, it has been shown that the amount of code-switching to the major-
ity language can predict the rate of phonetic convergence between the heritage and the majority 
language (cf. Łyskawa et al., 2016). Another group of studies has shown that speech production by 
fluent bilinguals is affected by words’ cognate status (cf. Amengual, 2012, 2016; Flege & Munro, 
1994) with more acoustic interference in cognates than in non-cognates; however, it is still unknown 
whether and how such interactive lexicon–phonetics relationships occur in the phonological com-
petence of heritage language speakers (Celata, 2019), and particularly whether lexical frequency 
has a role in shaping cross-generational changes. These questions are especially relevant for our 
understanding of heritage language phonology if we consider that heritage speakers may be 
exposed to (and be users of) an impoverished heritage language lexicon and a limited variety of 
morpho-syntactic structures and pragmatic-communicative situations in the heritage language (cf. 
Jarvis, 2019; Schmid & Jarvis, 2014).

In the specific case of voiceless stop aspiration in heritage Calabrian Italian, we might further 
speculate that the two changes observed in Nodari et al. (2019), that is, increasing (perceived) 
English-like aspiration in stressed syllables and decreasing sociophonetic aspiration in unstressed 
syllables, could differ at the lexical level and could be differently affected by lexical frequency. In 
particular, we could hypothesize that English-like aspiration, showing a more predictable influence 
of language-internal and language-external variables (Nodari et al., 2019), is also subject to typical 
frequency effects, that is, it has a direct correlation between lexical frequency and rate of aspira-
tion. According to this hypothesis, the diffusion of a majority language’s phonetic feature is fre-
quency-driven, while change in a sociophonetic feature is not (or not as much). The effects of 
lexical frequency in English-like aspiration should also be regular across generations, according to 
this hypothesis. However, since Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration was observed to more gradu-
ally decrease across generations (whereas for English-like aspiration we found evidence that it 
more abruptly increased in Gen 3), it could be hypothesized that Calabrian sociophonetic aspira-
tion was also reducing its lexical coverage regularly across generations. In other words, the reduc-
tion in rate is directly tied to a reduction in the number of lemmas to which it applies, rather than a 
rate strictly tied to a phonological rule.

Finally, it is possible that the two changes do not differ from one another for their lexical char-
acteristics. However, given the substantial differences reviewed above, the third hypothesis is the 
least probable.
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2 Aims and hypotheses

In order to determine whether one or both types of aspiration in heritage Calabrian Italian are influ-
enced by lexical frequency, we ask:

1. Does the number of lemmas affected by perceived voiceless-stop aspiration (as a propor-
tion of the total number of lemmas) differ in the two subsets (i.e., CV́ and C.CV 
contexts)?

2. Does the number of lemmas affected by perceived voiceless-stop aspiration (as a propor-
tion of the total number of lemmas) change across generations?

3. Are the cross-generational changes in perceived aspiration and VOT that were found in our 
previous study affected by lexical frequency?

Regarding the first question, we expected that the proportion of aspirated lemmas in the CV́ or 
English-like aspiration subset would be smaller than in the C.CV or sociophonetic aspiration sub-
set, given that the proportion of aspirated tokens was smaller in stressed syllables compared with 
unstressed ones, according to Nodari et al. (2019).

Regarding the second question, we expected the proportion of aspirated lemmas in the CV́ or 
English-like aspiration subset to increase across generations, as a consequence of increasing inter-
ference from the majority language across generations.

Regarding the third question, we expected a significant role of lexical frequency in predicting 
changes in either one or both dependent variables in the CV́ or English-like aspiration subset (the 
higher the lexical frequency, the longer the VOT and/or the higher the rate of perceived aspiration), 
according to the hypothesis put forth above that the diffusion of a majority language’s phonetic 
feature is frequency-driven. Concerning the C.CV or Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration subset, if 
aspiration decreases across generations according to the same lexical diffusion pattern as for 
English-like aspiration, the proportion of aspirated lemmas is expected to regularly decrease across 
generations as well. In addition, lexical frequency is expected to interact with cross-generational 
effects in VOT and/or perceived aspiration, with higher frequency lemmas better resisting the loss 
of aspiration. If, in contrast, sociophonetic aspiration in our heritage Calabrian speakers is not lexi-
cally bounded and its cross-generational change is independent of the characteristics of the lexi-
con, we expect a less marked (or more irregular) decrease of aspirated lemmas across generations 
and no role of lexical frequency in predicting VOT and/or perceived aspiration rate. In other words, 
if the first hypothesis is correct, sociophonetic aspiration will show up as an increasingly lexical-
ized process, whereas if the second hypothesis is correct, sociophonetic aspiration will change 
across generations independent of the characteristics of the lexicon.

3 Methodology

3.1 Speakers from the HLVC corpus

Data for this study come from sociolinguistic interviews (Labov, 1984) collected by the Heritage 
Language Variation and Change in Toronto Project (HLVC, Nagy, 2009, 2011). Participants and 
interviewers are heritage speakers of Calabrian Italian. Interviews are transcribed and time-aligned 
to the audio recordings. The HLVC corpus contains data for three generations of heritage speakers. 
Gen 1 speakers were born in the homeland (Calabria) and moved to the Greater Toronto Area 
(hereafter, Toronto) after age 18. They had lived in Toronto at least 20 years at the time of record-
ing. Gen 2 speakers were born in Toronto (or came there before age 6) and their parents qualify as 
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Gen 1 speakers (but are not necessarily in the corpus). Finally, Gen 3 speakers were born in Toronto 
and their parents qualify as Gen 2 speakers (again, the parents are not necessarily in the corpus). 
The sample examined in this paper consists of excerpts from 23 speakers, distributed by generation 
and sex as shown in Table 2. Additional methodological details are provided in Nodari et al. (2019), 
from which this brief description is adapted.

3.2 The dataset

The data came from the first HLVC task, the sociolinguistic interview, and consisted of word 
tokens annotated according to the procedure in Nodari et al. (2019). In this paper, we use a slightly 
expanded dataset (N = 3,408, or 3,324 after excluding borrowings). In this newer dataset, unlike in 
Nodari et al. (2019), C: V (i.e., geminates) and C.CV tokens were considered together. Each syl-
lable containing one of the three stops /p t k/ in onset position was categorized as either the poten-
tial target of Calabrian-like aspiration (post-sonorant or geminate stop in unstressed syllable) or of 
English-like aspiration (intervocalic singletons in stressed syllables). We will use the short labels 
“C.CV” and “CV́” contexts (or subsets), respectively, for Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration and 
English-induced aspiration.

Tokens in all other contexts, such as post-obstruent onsets in unstressed syllables (e.g., popcorn) 
were excluded. All words which were borrowed from English (whether nonce borrowings like 
basimento “basement,” or established loans, like tennis, college or proper nouns like Canada) were 
excluded from the dataset before modeling the data. It is not always possible to determine whether 
their use constitutes a code-switch to English.

Each syllable was then acoustically and auditorily annotated. The acoustic annotation identified 
the boundaries of the stop closure, the release, and the following vowel to measure VOT. 
Segmentations and annotations were performed manually in PRAAT 6.0.36 (Boersma & Weenink, 
2015). Closure duration was defined as the interval between the offset of F2 energy of the preced-
ing vowel or sonorant, and the beginning of the stop release. VOT was defined as the duration from 
the onset of the stop burst to the first zero-crossing of the first (quasi)periodic wave of 

Table 2. Speaker Sample for This Study (n = 23).

Generation Females Males Total

Gen 1 I1F59A
I1F65A

I1M60A
I1M61A
I1M62A
I1M75A

6

Gen 2 I2F32A
I2F44A
I2F45A
I2F53A
I2F57A

I2M14A
I2M19A
I2M42A
I2M53A

9

Gen 3 I3F21A
I3F21B
I3F23A
I3F33A

I3M18B
I3M22B
I3M27A
I3M28A

8

Total 11 12 23

Note. For details on speaker codes, see Nagy (2009, https://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/HLVC/1_4_corpus.
php#speakercodes).

https://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/HLVC/1_4_corpus.php#speakercodes
https://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/HLVC/1_4_corpus.php#speakercodes
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the following vowel (Abramson & Whalen, 2017). A PRAAT script automatically extracted the 
duration values for the three relevant intervals. In addition to raw values, normalized VOT duration 
was calculated: VOT was normalized by dividing its duration by the duration of the following 
vowel.

The auditory coding classified each syllable as either perceptually aspirated or non-aspirated. 
Two native speakers of a Tuscan variety of Italian performed the annotation. Their Tuscan Italian 
origin means that the annotators had both a precise understanding of the speech input and a famili-
arity with non-phonemic voiceless stop aspiration (which is present in, e.g., gorgia toscana or 
Tuscan Italian gemination, Stevens & Hajek, 2010). At the same time, their not being of Calabrian 
origin means that they lack expectations about the dialectal distribution of aspiration and implicit 
knowledge of the socioindexical values associated with it. The annotation was performed indepen-
dently by each annotator; inconsistencies (7%) were discussed and re-annotated; 135 tokens (2.7% 
of the dataset) were removed from the dataset because of a persistent lack of inter-annotator 
agreement.

Nodari et al. (2019) provide details on the procedures adopted for segmentation, annotation, and 
categorization. For the current analysis, it is useful to recall some quantitative aspects that charac-
terize the two subsets of aspiration contexts.

The size of the two subsets we examine in this paper was slightly different: the stressed CV́ 
subset was bigger than the unstressed C.CV one (1,942 vs. 1,382 occurrences, respectively). This 
difference is due to the conversational nature of the speech samples (no a priori balancing of con-
texts is possible). Therefore, we consider percentages as a normalized comparison, calculating the 
percent of tokens that were perceived as aspirated in each context. Recall that VOT was on average 
longer in C.CV than in CV́ (41 vs. 26 ms) and perceived aspiration was more frequent in the C.CV 
subset (57% of the word tokens) than in the CV́ subset (18%). There were also differences between 
generations: in the speech of Gen 1 speakers, aspiration was perceived in 87% of the C.CV word 
forms and 5% of the CV́ word forms; for Gen 2 speakers, the percentages were 49% and 13%, and 
for Gen 3 speakers the percentages were 32% and 37%.

3.3 Lexical frequency measures

Words occur in a language corpus according to a systematic frequency distribution such that there 
are a few very high-frequency words that account for most of the tokens (the “head” of the distribu-
tion) and many low-frequency words (the “tail” of the distribution; Zipf, 1936). Such distribution 
is captured by a simple power law equation and is observed universally in languages; however, 
residual structure not accounted for by Zipf’s Law is also found in language datasets, particularly 
in small ones (cf. Piantadosi, 2014). Therefore, before analyzing the role of word frequency in 
predicting aspiration in our datasets, we checked the type-token ratio in each of them to further 
explore potential differences in their word frequency structure.

Despite much interest in the effects of lexical frequency on linguistic variation, methods of 
measuring frequency remain diverse. As noted by Walker (2012), using the local frequency of each 
lexical item, that is, how often it occurs in the dataset under analysis, can give an inaccurate view 
of the items’ frequency in the language. External measures of frequency, which may be derived 
from larger corpora and thus more representative of the language, may also be misleading, as we 
expect differences across genres, time periods, dialects, and so on. Thus, following Walker (2012), 
we test four methods of lexical frequency.

In each method, we rely on lemma frequency. Lemmas are the word types to which individual 
word forms belong. For instance, in the case of adjectives (e.g., tanto “much”), there were up to 
four different forms in the dataset according to gender and number variation (e.g., tanto masc. sg., 
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tanta fem. sg., tanti masc. pl., tante fem. pl.). All of these constitute one lemma or word type 
(which was generally identified with the masculine singular, e.g., tanto). The inflected forms of a 
verb equally counted as tokens of just one lemma, with the exception of past participles of irregular 
high-frequency verbs (e.g., fatto “done” or detto “said”) which counted as one lemma each (because 
they are phonologically quite distinct from their infinitives, fare “to do” and dire “to say”).

The first frequency measure, token frequency, is corpus-internal: the number of occurrences of 
the lemma in our token set, that is, the list of words in which we measured VOT. The second 
method is simply a log-transform of the first measure, to allow for finer-grained distinctions at the 
lower end of the scale than at the higher end (Gorman & Johnson, 2013). We refer to this com-
monly-applied approach as log-token frequency.

The third method draws frequency measures for lemmas from the Banca Dati dell’Italiano 
Parlato, a corpus available online at badip.uni-graz.at (Bellini & Schneider, 2003-2019). This 
corpus encompasses 469 recordings and ~490,000 words. Speakers were recorded between 1990 
and 1992 in four Italian cities, none of which are in Calabria. They produced numerous genres of 
discourse (De Mauro et al., 1993). We refer to lemma counts extracted from this corpus as BADIP 
frequency. Finally, we consider log-BADIP frequency, for the same reasons as above.

The token frequency and BADIP frequency are not strongly correlated to each other: Pearson’s 
r = 0.38, p < .05 (N = 3,408, t = 23.7, df = 3,406). Therefore, we explored the effects of both. We fit-
ted four equivalent regression models for each dependent variable (VOT and perceived aspiration) 
and each context (CV́ and C.CV); each of the four models included one of the four frequency 
measures and the same set of other predictors. This entire sequence was repeated with an interac-
tion factor for Generation and each of the linguistic predictors, including the frequency measure, 
to determine whether any effects, but particularly lexical frequency, changed by generation. We 
then selected the best-fitting model from among the eight (using Akaike information criterion 
[AIC] as the criterion for logistic models and residual maximum likelihood [REML] at conver-
gence for linear models) to report. Using that best-fit model of each dependent variable, we evalu-
ated the effects of the predictors, including lexical frequency, on the variation of the dependent 
variable. We consider the models that support the maximal random structure: a random intercept 
(but usually not slope) for Speaker and no random structure for Word. Models with additional 
random components fail to converge for the large majority of these models. Models with any ran-
dom structure for Word always fail to converge because of its extremely high correlation with lexi-
cal frequency (see below).

We also fit four regression models for each dependent variable (VOT and perceived aspiration) 
but with the two contexts (CV́ and C.CV) combined and this binary choice included as a predictor. 
These illustrate the very different behavior of the dependent variables in the two contexts, motivat-
ing the separate models constructed as described in the previous paragraph.

3.4 Analysis

In each of the two subsets, we calculated the number of word tokens and the percentage of them 
which were perceptually classified as aspirated or not. We did the same for word types. For each 
word type, the rate of aspiration was calculated as the percentage of aspirated tokens over the total 
number of tokens of that type.

We preliminarily assessed the degree of lexical diversity (section 4.1) in the two subsets by 
calculating the token/type ratio (TTR) and the number of hapax forms. The latter can be considered 
an indirect measure of lexical diversity. Hapax forms are single-occurrence word forms (word 
types whose frequency of occurrence is 1 in the corpus). Therefore, in the case of hapax forms, 
TTR = 1; in a corpus, an average TTR = 1 is the highest possible level of lexical diversity.  
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We compare the proportion of hapax forms in the two subsets to establish which one has the largest 
proportion of word forms with TTR = 1, and, thus, the higher degree of lexical diversity.

We then assessed the diffusion of perceived aspiration across the lexicon, separately for the two 
subsets (section 4.2) by calculating the aspiration rate of each lemma, the proportion of regularly 
and variably aspirated lemmas, and the aspiration rate of the 20 most frequent lemmas. We also 
inspected how the incidence of perceived aspiration changed across generations.

We finally examined the effects of several factors on perceived aspiration and VOT using 
mixed-effects models (section 4.3). Our main focus is on four types of models, one for each of four 
dependent variables:

1. Rate of perceived aspiration in CV́ context;
2. VOT in CV́ context;
3. Rate of perceived aspiration in C.CV context;
4. VOT in C.CV context.

However, we first present models of the two subsets combined, to illustrate how differently the 
data behaves in each, using the same methods as described in the next paragraphs. In these models, 
the context (CV́ or C.CV) is included as a binary predictor, tested in interaction with each linguistic 
predictor and with generation.

For each of the four dependent variables listed above, we consider four measures of lexical 
frequency (section 3.3). As noted above, these four frequency measures are collinear, so they are 
each tested in a separate model. We report the model that best fits the data for each of the four 
frequency measures, using AIC as the selection criterion for logistic models and REML at conver-
gence for linear models. Thus, in addition to the two models testing the full dataset, we report four 
models, one for each dependent variable, each the model with the frequency measure that provides 
the most explanatory value for that dependent variable.

For each measure, we tested it first as a main effect in a mixed-effects model (with the speaker 
as a random effect to control for possible outliers), to see whether frequency is directly correlated 
to rates of Perceived Aspiration or VOT. Second, we considered models with an interaction effect 
of one frequency measure and generation, to determine whether the effect of frequency differed 
inter-generationally. In addition to the lexical frequency measures described above (section 3.3), 
we included the factors that were found to be significant predictors of variation in both perceived 
aspiration and VOT in the previous study: the speakers’ generation (Gen 1, 2, or 3), the place of 
articulation of the consonant (bilabial, alveolar or dorsal) and the quality of the following vowel 
(high vs. non-high vowels). Although the sex of the speakers was a significant predictor in some 
models in the earlier study, it is excluded here to more robustly model the linguistic factors that are 
our current focus.

4 Results

The results are summarized in Table 4 at the end of this section.

4.1 Lexical diversity of the two subsets

We begin with our first question: whether the proportion of lemmas affected by perceived voiceless 
stop aspiration differs in the two subsets. Knowing the degree of lexical diversity of the two subsets 
is a necessary precondition to correctly appreciate the potential differences in the diffusion of aspi-
ration across the lexicon.
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There were 209 word types in the CV́ subset and 269 in the C.CV subset. Given that the C.CV 
subset has fewer tokens (see Section 3.2), lexical diversity as measured in terms of TTR  
(token/type ratio) was different in the two subsets: TTR was 1,942/209 = 9.4 for the CV́ subset and 
1,382/269 = 5.1 for the C.CV subset. A lower TTR in the C.CV subset indicates more lexical diver-
sity. We can therefore conclude that lexical diversity was higher in the C.CV subset compared to 
the CV́ subset.

Lexical diversity was confirmed by looking at the number of hapax forms. Hapax forms pertain 
to the tail of the frequency distribution. There were 116 hapax forms in the C.CV subset (116/1,382 
or 8.3% of the tokens) and 108 in the CV́ subset (108/1,942 or 5.5% of the tokens). The two subsets 
were therefore only slightly different as far as the proportion of hapax forms was concerned, but, 
again the C.CV subset is more diverse.

In conclusion, both TTR and hapax forms showed that the differences between the two subsets 
were rather small. The C.CV subset, though quantitatively smaller, was characterized by a slightly 
higher lexical diversity than the CV́ subset.

4.2 Diffusion of perceived aspiration across lexical types

By contrast, the diffusion of perceived aspiration across lemmas was different in the two subsets.
As noted above, Nodari et al. (2019) established that 57% of the word forms in the C.CV subset 

and 18% in the CV́ subset were perceived as aspirated. In the expanded subset used here (N = 3,324), 
the values are similar: 58.5% of the word forms in the C.CV subset and 19% in the CV́ subset were 
perceived as aspirated. Here we query how many distinct lemmas were perceived as aspirated in 
each of the two subsets. In other words, we measured the lexical diversity of words that were per-
ceived as aspirated.

A total of 75% of the lemmas in the C.CV subset were perceived as aspirated at least once in the 
subset. In the CV́ subset, this percentage dropped to 34%, which meant that the majority of the 
lemmas in the CV́ subset were never perceived as aspirated.

This first comparison showed that aspiration in the C.CV subset was not only more frequent in 
terms of bare occurrences (as reported in Nodari et al., 2019), but also more generalized across the 
lexicon. Only one-fourth of the lemmas were associated with productions that were never per-
ceived as aspirated. By contrast, aspiration in the CV́ subset was not only less frequent in terms of 
bare occurrences but also entrenched in a smaller lexical subset. Two-thirds of the lemmas were 
never perceived as aspirated.

We next examined the proportion of categorically and variably aspirated word types. As shown 
above, only 25% of the lemmas in the C.CV subset were never perceived as aspirated; however, 
80% of these were hapaxes. The rest of the lemmas were perceived as aspirated at diverse rates. In 
particular, 34% were variably perceived as aspirated; their average rate of perceived aspiration was 
54%. Finally, 41% of the lemmas were always perceived as aspirated; 71% of this last group 
occurred only once in the corpus (TTR = 1.43 in this subset of data).

Turning now to the CV́ subset, 66% of the word types were never perceived as aspirated (see 
above); but 60% of these were hapaxes. Moreover, 24% were variably perceived as aspirated, and 
their average rate of perceived aspiration was 29%. Only 10% of the CV́ lemmas were always 
perceived as aspirated; 91% of this last group were hapax forms (TTR = 1.18 in this subset of data).

In conclusion, there were proportionally more lemmas that were invariably perceived as aspi-
rated in the C.CV subset than in the CV́ subset. Although the majority of invariably aspirated items 
were hapax forms in both subsets, the percentage of hapaxes was much higher in the CV́ subset 
(91%). This means that, in the C.CV subset, there were a few word forms that occurred more than 
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once in the corpus and were invariably perceived as aspirated. Variable aspiration (i.e., the pattern 
in which lemmas are perceived as aspirated in some but not all of their occurrences) was also a 
characteristic of a higher number of C.CV (34%) than CV́ (24%) lemmas. Variably aspirated C.CV 
lemmas also showed, on average, a higher rate of aspiration than the corresponding CV́ lemmas 
(54% vs. 29%).

Since percentages for lemmas that occur infrequently in the sample are not reliable indicators of 
the lemmas’ behavior in the language as a whole, we next compare the rates of perceived aspiration 
for the 20 most common lemmas in each subset. The “head” of the distribution, that is, the group 
of the most frequent lemmas, exhibits further differences between C.CV and CV́ words.

In both subsets, the 20 most frequent lemmas accounted for approximately 63% of the total 
tokens. As shown in Figure 1, these word types were rather infrequently perceived as aspirated in 
the CV́ subset, compared with the C.CV subset, where 15 of the 20 word types showed perceived 
aspiration in more than half of their occurrences. There were only two data points in the CV́ set 
which showed a very high rate of perceived aspiration; the lemmas più “more” and per “for.” These 
words were the only two monosyllables to occur in the group of the 40 most frequent CV́ and C.CV 
lemmas. It is not unexpected that short words with lower semantic load, such as these, are affected 
by sound change at a different pace than words with higher semantic load, either because of their 
higher frequency (cf. Bybee, 2001) or because of their reduced semantic load and high syntactic 
predictability (Shi et al., 2005).

The four graphs included in Figure 1 also illustrate that, when we only compare lemmas with 
enough tokens to support inter-lemma comparison, there is no clear effect of lexical frequency on 

Figure 1. Rate of perceived aspiration (top) as a function of token frequency in the 20 most frequent 
lemmas, and VOT as a function of token frequency (bottom) in the same lemmas. CV́ context on the left, 
C.CV context on the right.
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either the rate of perceived variation or VOT (r2 << 0.1 in each correlation), in either CV́ or C.CV 
contexts. The effects reported elsewhere in the paper depend, it would seem, on hapaxes and other 
lower frequency lemmas. We also observe that the overall lower rate of normalized VOT for CV́ 
versus C.CV results from VOT being normalized with respect to the following vowel, which is 
stressed in CV́ and unstressed in C.CV contexts. Thus, only the perceived aspiration rates, not the 
VOT values, are directly comparable between the two contexts.

To sum up, an inspection of the 20 most frequent lemmas showed that, when we consider the 
most frequently occurring words, perceived aspiration does not depend on lexical frequency in 
either phonological contexts (CV́ or C.CV). However, the two subsets differ in that the CV́ subset 
shows on average a lower aspiration rate as well as uneven distribution of aspiration across lem-
mas, apparently depending on the morpho-lexical and phonological characteristics of the words 
(see the case of per and più discussed above).

4.3 Cross-generational change in the proportion of lemmas perceived as aspirated

To address our second question, we examined potential cross-generational changes in the lexical 
distribution of perceived aspiration.

In the C.CV subset, 91% of the lexical items in Gen 1 speech were perceived as aspirated at least 
once; this percentage dropped to 57% in Gen 2 and 59% in Gen 3 speech. In other words, there was 
a decrease from Gen 1 speakers (who generalized aspiration across the lexicon) to their descend-
ants (who produced aspiration in fewer of the lemmas).

In the CV́ subset, there was a gradual increase across generations: from 11% in Gen 1 speakers 
to 28% in Gen 2 and 59% in Gen 3. Aspiration in stressed syllables was therefore limited to very 
few lexical items in the speech of Gen 1 speakers, while it reached more than one-half of the poten-
tial lemmas in Gen 3.

To sum up, both types of aspiration changed across generations in terms of their lexical distribu-
tion, but in slightly different ways: sociophonetic aspiration decreased in successive generations 
but was still present in the majority of the lemmas even in Gen 3 speakers. In contrast, English-like 
aspiration progressively increased its lexical diffusion starting from a very small set of lemmas in 
both Gen 1 and 2, and only reaching the majority of the lemmas in Gen 3 speech.

4.4 Effects of frequency on perceived aspiration and VOT

To answer our third question, whether the previously observed cross-generational changes in per-
ceived aspiration and VOT are affected by lexical frequency, we constructed Mixed-Effects Models 
using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R, version 3.6.3. The dependent variable in each 
model was either perceived aspiration or VOT. For each of the two dependent variables, we exam-
ine three types of models:

1. Models with all data combined, and CV́ or C.CV context as a binary predictor;
2. Models with only CV́ data;
3. Models with only C.CV data.

For the binary dependent variable perceived aspiration (yes or no), logistic regression models were 
used. For the continuous dependent variable VOT (normalized by dividing VOT by the following 
vowel duration), linear regression models were used. Predictors, or independent variables, were 
those that had previously been shown to have an effect on the dependent variables (cf. Nodari  
et al., 2019), with the new addition of lexical frequency. Lexical frequency was introduced as a 
continuous measure. Due to collinearity among the measures of lexical frequency, only one 
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frequency measure at a time was included in each model (see sections 3.3 and 3.4). For each 
dependent variable and each context, we report the results for the best-fitting model in Table 3. 
Among the four frequency measures, the log-token frequency of occurrence of lemmas (for nor-
malized VOT, CV́ subset) or the log-BADIP lemma frequency (for Perceived aspiration, CV́ sub-
set) were significant predictors in the best-fitting models. No frequency measure played a significant 
role in the C.CV context, for either dependent variable. The other predictors were Consonant  

Table 3. Best-Fitting Mixed-Effects Models Showing the (Non-)Effect of Lexical Frequency on Perceived 
Aspiration and VOT.

Context Dependent variable Subset Effects of independent variables Vowel

Frequency  
(best-fit measure)

Generation Consonant

CV and 
C.CVcombined

Perceived aspiration C.CV > CV Effect size: 0.267
(Log-BADIP)

3 > 2, 1 k, p > t hi > non-hi

Normalized VOT C.CV > CV Effect size: 0.109
(Log-BADIP)

k > p > t hi > non-hi

CV Perceived aspiration Effect size: 0.52
(Log-BADIP)

3 > 2 > 1 p > t, k hi > non-hi

Normalized VOT Effect size: 0.02
(Log-Token)

k > t > p hi > non-hi

C.CV Perceived aspiration 1 > 2 > 3 t > k, p  
Normalized VOT 1 > 2 > 3 k > t > p hi > non-hi

Note. Only significant predictors (p < 0.05) are listed. VOT = Voice Onset Time; BADIP = Banca dati dell’italiano parlato.

Table 4. Comparison of Effects in the Two Subsets.

Measure CV́ subset C.CV subset

Question 1: Does the lexical diversity of the two subsets differ?
 Token/type ratio (TTR) 1,942/209 = 9.4 1,382/269 = 5.1
 Number of hapaxes 108/1,942 or 5.5% 116/1,382 or 8.3%
 % of lemmas never perceived as aspirated 66% 25%
 % of lemmas variably perceived as aspirated 24% 34%
 % of lemmas always perceived as aspirated 10% 41%
 TTR in categorically aspirated subset 1.18 1.43
 Average rate of perceived aspiration 29% 54%
Question 2: What is the lexical distribution of perceived aspiration across generations?
 % of lemmas perceived as aspirated: Gen 1 11% 91%
 % of lemmas perceived as aspirated: Gen 2 28% 57%
 % of lemmas perceived as aspirated: Gen 3 59% 59%
Question 3: Does lexical frequency affect generational change in perceived aspiration and VOT?
 Frequency effect for Perceived aspiration Log-BADIP none
 Generation × Frequency effect? no no
 Frequency effect for VOT Log-token none
 Generation × Frequency effect? no no

Note. VOT = Voice Onset Time; BADIP = Banca dati dell’italiano parlato.
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(/p/, /t/, or /k/), Vowel height (high or non-high), Generation (Generation 1, Generation 2, 
Generation 3), Phonetic context (for the unstressed context only: C.CV, e.g., certo “certain” or C:V, 
e.g., opportunità “opportunity”). As this last factor never played a significant role, we report mod-
els without it and refer to the two combined contexts as C.CV for convenience. A Speaker random 
intercept was included in each model to mitigate the effect of any outlying speakers. Word was not 
included as a random effect because it is very highly correlated with lemma frequency (r2 = ~0.99).

The model which best fits the distribution in the data was determined by comparison of Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC) values for logistic models and REML at convergence for linear mod-
els. The complete models from which the summary in Table 3 is based are given in Appendix A (for 
CV́ and C.CV combined models) and Appendix B (for separate CV́ and C.CV models).

We first discuss the models which combine the two subsets, summarized at the top of Table 3. 
Four aspects are worth noticing. First, the biggest main effect is of Subset: tokens in the unstressed 
subset are perceived as aspirated significantly more often and show a significantly longer VOT 
than those in the stressed subset. Second, lexical Frequency (log-BADIP measure) is significant as 
a main effect in predicting both the rate of perceived aspiration and VOT changes. However, the 
direction of effect of lexical frequency differs in the two subsets. This is illustrated in Figure 2: in 
the C.CV subset, higher log-BADIP frequency implies shorter VOT, whereas, in the CV́ subset, 
higher frequency implies longer VOT and a higher rate of perceived aspiration. Third, Generation 
as a main effect only affects perceived aspiration (with Gen 3 showing higher rates than the rest of 
the speakers); however, there are highly significant interactions between Generation and Subset in 
both models: these are shown in Figure 3. Fourth, while significant effects are found for each lin-
guistic predictor in these combined models (V height and C place of articulation), we also see 
significant interactions between the linguistic predictors and subset type: for perceived aspiration, 
the model includes a significant interaction between Subset and C place (particularly as far as the 
/k/-/p/ distinction is concerned) and a significant interaction between Subset and V height, whereas 
for normalized VOT the model includes a significant interaction between Subset and C place 
(again for the /k/-/p/ distinction).

Taken together, the results of the models that combine the two subsets suggest that we may bet-
ter understand the lexical frequency effects by modeling the two subsets separately. This approach 
is summarized in the rest of Table 3.

As the lower part of Table 3 shows, we found a role for frequency measures in the CV́ subset 
and no role in the C.CV subset. Moreover, we found no interaction between generation and any 
frequency measures.

More specifically, the best fitting model (AIC = 1,326) for perceived aspiration in the CV́ con-
text was one that included lexical frequency (log BADIP) as a significant predictor. The other 
significant effects in the model were those of Generation (with an increase in the rate of perceived 
aspiration from Gen 1 to 2 to 3), Consonant (perceived aspiration being more frequent with /p/ than 
for /t/ and /k/) and Vowel (with plosives before high vowels being more often perceived as aspi-
rated than before non-high vowels). These same effects were found in Nodari et al. (2019), for 
models without a lexical frequency measure.

Considering perceived aspiration in the C.CV subset, the best fitting model did not show a sig-
nificant effect for frequency. This model only included significant effects of Generation (in the 
expected direction: decreasing perceived aspiration from Gen 1 to 2 to 3) and Consonant (per-
ceived aspiration more frequent with /t/ than for /k/ and /p/). The results were again consistent with 
Nodari et al. (2019), where lexical frequency was not examined, including the higher rate of per-
ceived aspiration for the alveolar stop than for /k/ and /p/.

The analysis of VOT shed further light on the differences between the two subsets.
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Figure 3. Effects of Generation on rate of perceived aspiration (left) and on normalized VOT (right) differing 
in the two subsets (stressed—CV vs. unstressed—C.CV). Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 2. Effects of log-BADIP frequency on rate of perceived aspiration (left) and on normalized VOT (right), 
differing in the two subsets (stressed—CV vs. unstressed—C.CV). Ribbons show 95% confidence intervals.

The best fitting model for VOT in the CV́ context was one that included lexical frequency (log 
token frequency) as a significant predictor. The effect was of a small size but positive: the higher 
the frequency, the longer the VOT. There were additional effects of Vowel (VOT was longer before 
high vowels) and Consonants (VOT was longer before /k/ than before /t/ and before /p/). 
Interestingly, there was no effect of Generation. A similar result was reported in Nodari et al. 
(2019), where Generation only had a role in shaping the VOT distinctions between the three stops 
(significant Generation × Consonant interaction). Thus, these data confirm that VOT does not 
change across generations in the stressed syllable context, but they further show that VOT does 
vary as a function of lexical frequency.

In contrast, the best fitting model for VOT in the C.CV context did not include any significant con-
tribution of frequency measures. Vowel height and consonants’ place of articulation still affected VOT 
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changes, and there was also a significant effect of Generation. VOT had increasingly shorter values 
from the Gen 1 to 2 to 3 speech. These findings reflect those in Nodari et al. (2019) very closely.

Mixed model analysis thus showed that lexical frequencies played a significant role in predict-
ing perceived aspiration rate and VOT in the CV́ subset, but not in the C.CV subset. While lexical 
frequency significantly affects perceived aspiration and VOT in the CV́ context, its effect is not 
large enough to change the reported effects of the other predictors examined in Nodari et al. (2019).

Table 4 summarizes the findings discussed in section 4, comparing the patterns of lexical fre-
quency, and its effects on perceived aspiration and VOT in the CV́ versus the C.CV subsets.

5 Discussion

Nodari et al. (2019) found that VOT reached longer values, on average, in the case of Calabrian 
aspiration contexts (C.CV subset), and perceived aspiration was more frequent (i.e., more tokens 
were perceived as aspirated in the corpus), compared with those contexts in which English-induced 
aspiration of voiceless stops was expected (CV́ subset). This could be caused by Calabrian socio-
phonetic aspiration being either concentrated in a (reduced) lexical set consisting of very frequent 
words or widespread across a large number of words. In the first case, Calabrian sociophonetic 
perceived aspiration would be lexically entrenched, that is, determined by the frequency of use of 
individual lemmas. If this were the case, we could conclude that heritage sociophonetic features 
are transmitted cross-generationally via a restricted number of lexical items that the speakers pro-
duce according to conservative pronunciation norms. The transmission of a sociophonetic feature 
would thus be better represented by a lexical rather than a phonological rule. However, in the sec-
ond case, Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration would not only be diffused through more tokens (as 
Nodari et al., 2019 have shown), but also through more lemmas.

This study has shown that the second hypothesis is supported by our data. We have found that 
sociophonetic aspiration resists lexicalization and applies to both frequent and infrequent words. In 
what follows, we explain how the results lead to that conclusion. Furthermore, we highlight the 
differences between sociophonetic and contact-induced aspiration as far as their cross-generational 
change in heritage speech is concerned.

We have analyzed voiceless stop aspiration in heritage Calabrian Italian, by distinguishing the 
two patterns of cross-generational change already identified in Nodari et al. (2019): increasing 
English-like perceived aspiration in stressed syllables and decreasing sociophonetic aspiration in 
unstressed syllables. We have hypothesized that the two contexts of aspiration differ at the level of 
their lexical diffusion and are differently affected by lexical frequency.

As summarized in Table 4, the analysis has shown that the lexical properties of the two subsets 
were indeed different and that lexical frequency only played a role in predicting the pattern of 
English-like aspiration in stressed CV́ syllables. This aspect did not emerge from the analysis in 
Nodari et al. (2019) and confirms the general observation that the transmission of a sociophonetic 
variable (one that is socially indexed) differs from cross-generational phonetic change induced by 
increased contact with the majority language (here, English).

Since the lexical variability of heritage languages tends to decrease in subsequent generations 
(cf. Jarvis, 2019, and references therein), it is important to know whether lexicon reduction affects 
the cross-generational transmission of pronunciation features in those languages. We investigated 
this by determining that the number of lemmas affected by voiceless stop aspiration (as a propor-
tion of the total number of lemmas) differed in the two subsets and that the pattern changed across 
generations. We also ascertained that the cross-generational changes in perceived aspiration and 
VOT that were found in our previous study were affected by lexical frequency.
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The two subsets of English-like (CV́) and Calabrian sociophonetic (C.CV) aspirated words 
were similar in their overall lexical diversity and number of hapax forms in them (section 4.1). 
However, they differed substantially in the relative distribution of perceptually-relevant aspiration 
across word types (section 4.2). Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration was more generalized across 
the lexicon, inasmuch as it was produced by the speakers in more than 75% of the lemmas. By 
contrast, English-like aspiration was present in only one-third of the lemmas. Moreover, when we 
divided the lemmas into three categories (always aspirated, variably aspirated, and never aspi-
rated), we found that the category of always-aspirated lemmas was bigger in the Calabrian aspira-
tion subset and the category of never-aspirated lemmas was bigger in the English-like aspiration 
subset. The category of variably aspirated lemmas was again bigger and with a higher average rate 
of aspiration in the Calabrian aspiration subset (see Table 4).

The larger proportion of aspirated word types in the Calabrian aspiration subset was consist-
ent with the larger proportion of aspirated tokens reported in the previous study (Nodari et al., 
2019); however, it additionally suggested that Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration was still an 
active phonological process (not yet lexicalised). By contrast, stop aspiration induced by con-
tact with the majority language was concentrated over a reduced number of lemmas, apparently 
the locus of innovation for this change. Moreover, when only the 20 most frequent lemmas 
were considered, the English aspiration subset showed a very uneven lexical distribution of 
aspiration, with two monosyllabic function words showing an extremely high aspiration rate 
compared with the generally low aspiration rate of all other words (which were polysyllabic 
content words). No such uneven distributions were found in the Calabrian sociophonetic aspira-
tion subset, again suggesting that lexical factors such as lemma frequency were irrelevant to the 
variation in that subset.

We also found that the proportion of aspirated lemmas in the English aspiration subset 
increased regularly across generations (section 4.2), which can be interpreted as a conse-
quence of increasing interference from the majority language across generations. By contrast, 
the proportion of aspirated lemmas in the Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration subset decreased 
only from Gen 1 to 2, but not from Gen 2 to 3; the proportion of aspirated lemmas did not drop 
below 59% in either group of speakers who grew up in Toronto. The relatively high rates of 
perceived aspiration in these groups may be interpreted as indirect evidence of the fact that 
sociophonetic aspiration, though progressively decreasing its incidence across generations, 
still resists lexicalization.

Additional evidence in support of this interpretation came from our regression analyses through 
mixed-effects models (section 4.3). Here we found that not only aspiration rate but also variation 
in one of the most relevant phonetic implementation cues, VOT, was in part explained by the lexi-
cal frequency variable in the case of English-like stressed-syllable aspiration. The sizes of the 
effects were small, but the frequency factor played a significant role in both models: the higher the 
frequency of the lexical item (either according to a corpus-internal measure or to an estimate based 
on a larger corpus of spoken Italian), the higher the probability for the plosive to be perceived as 
aspirated and the longer the VOT of the plosive. It is interesting to note that the direction of this 
effect might look counterintuitive to the extent that higher frequency words in a language could be 
expected to be more resistant to influence from another language than low-frequency words. From 
this perspective, this contact-induced change behaves like many regular diachronic sound changes 
(cf. Phillips, 2006): innovations proceed from high- to low-frequency words. There was no interac-
tion of frequency with generation, thus suggesting that the lexical frequency effect was equally 
distributed over the speech of Gen 1–3 speakers.
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By contrast, no such effect of lexical frequency was found for the Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration 
subset, which appeared to be insensitive to frequency properties of the lexicon. Moreover, the genera-
tion effect that was previously found in this subset when the frequency factor was not included (Nodari 
et al., 2019) was confirmed here. Equally confirmed was the effect of the place of articulation of the 
consonant on the rate of perceived aspiration, with /t/ coming out as the most frequently aspirated con-
text, in spite of the fact that (consistently with what is most frequently reported in the phonetic literature, 
e.g., Cho & Ladefoged, 1999), /k/ had the longest VOT. In this respect, it should be remembered that 
voiceless stop aspiration is a complex phenomenon that can be cued by a multiplicity of phonetic 
parameters beyond VOT and including the phonetic properties of the whole syllable (Abramson & 
Whalen, 2017). It is therefore not surprising that the VOT and perception data sometimes do not con-
verge. Moreover, in the specific case of Calabrian sociophonetic aspiration, independent evidence exists 
that aspiration targets syllables with /t/ in a higher proportion than syllables with different plosives in the 
speech of young Calabrian speakers (Nodari, 2017 and 2022). The asymmetric behavior of aspiration in 
syllables with /t/ could therefore be a peculiar phonetic perceptual feature of this speech variety, as this 
effect is not “explained away” by including lexical frequency measures in the model.

In conclusion, we have shown that the diffusion of a majority language’s phonetic feature into 
a heritage language is sensitive to lexical frequency factors and substantially frequency-driven, 
with an increase in the number of distinct lemmas that are the targets of the phonetic change; such 
frequency effects are consistent across generations. This makes contact-induced phonetic changes 
in heritage phonology similar to lexically-gradual sound changes. By contrast, phonetic change 
affecting socioindexical variables exhibits different patterns of diffusion across generations: first, 
the phonetic variable shows an overall wider and more even distribution across lemmas; and, sec-
ond, its decrease across generations is not influenced by lexical frequency measures. In other 
words, our data suggest that the maintenance or loss of a sociophonetically relevant pronunciation 
feature in the speech of heritage speakers does not depend on a process of progressive lexicaliza-
tion, or entrenchment into a small set of high-frequency words.

Our findings add to the complexity of heritage language phonology by suggesting that the pro-
nunciation features of a minority language in a heritage context can follow different fates depend-
ing on the sociolinguistic role they play in the heritage language community.
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Estimate Std. 
error

z value Pr(>|z|) n % Perceived 
aspirated

(Intercept) −4.49 0.64 −7.03 0.001 3,324 37%
stress_conditionStressed 1,942 19%
stress_conditionUnstressed 6.70 0.55 12.23 0.001 1,382 61%
log(BADIP_frequency) 0.27 0.05 5.05 0.001  
Generation1 1,213 44%
Generation2 0.77 0.62 1.25 0.21 1,070 27%
Generation3 2.65 0.63 4.22 0.001 1,041 38%
ConsonantK 979 34%
ConsonantP 0.69 0.18 3.77 0.001 969 36%
ConsonantT 0.33 0.19 1.72 0.09 1,376 40%
Vowel_heightHigh 699 45%
Vowel_heightNon-high −0.95 0.17 −5.61 0.001 2,625 35%
stress_conditionunstressed*log(BADIP_
frequency)

−0.27 0.06 −4.67 0.001  

stress_conditionunstressed*Generation2 −2.90 0.33 −8.89 0.001  
stress_conditionunstressed*Generation3 −5.87 0.31 −19.09 0.001  
stress_conditionunstressed*ConsonantP −0.68 0.27 −2.48 0.05  
stress_conditionunstressed*ConsonantT 0.02 0.25 0.09 0.92  
stress_conditionunstressed*Vowel_
heightnon-high

0.76 0.25 3.10 0.01  

Appendix A

Mixed-effects models for each dependent variable (perceived aspiration and 
normalized VOT) in the whole dataset, with best-fitting lexical frequency measure 
(see Table 3, upper part)

Table A1. Perceived aspiration. We provide the token count and raw rate of Perceived Aspiration for 
each level of each main effect in the two right-most columns. Reference levels for each categorical 
main effect are italicized in the first column.

Formula: perceived_aspiration ~ stress_condition × (log(BADIP_frequency) + Generation + Consonant +  
Vowel_height) + (1 + log(BADIP_frequency)| Speaker)

Number of obs: 3,324, groups: Speaker, 23

Fixed effects

Table A1. Perceived Aspiration.
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Table A2. Normalized VOT
Formula: VOT_divby_V ~ stress_condition × (log(BADIP_frequency) + Generation + Consonant + Vowel_
height) + (1| Speaker)

Number of obs: 3,324, groups: Speaker, 23

(For token counts and reference levels, refer to the corresponding levels in the preceding Perceived 
Aspiration model.)

Fixed effects

Table A2. Normalized VOT.

Estimate Std. error df t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.30 0.08 53 3.65 0.001
stress_conditionunstressed 1.00 0.08 3,300 13.3 0.001
log(BADIP_frequency) 0.03 0.01 3,300 5.45 0.001
Generation2 −0.01 0.09 21.90 −0.06 0.95
Generation3 0.06 0.09 22.10 0.65 0.52
ConsonantP −0.10 0.03 3,300 −3.55 0.01
ConsonantT −0.06 0.03 3,290 −1.98 0.05
V_heightnon-high −0.20 0.03 3,300 −6.79 0.001
stress_conditionunstressed*log(BADIP_frequency) −0.05 0.01 3,290 −5.58 0.001
Stress_conditionunstressed*Generation2 −0.37 0.04 3,310 −8.49 0.001
Stress_conditionunstressed*Generation3 −0.55 0.04 3,300 −12.87 0.001
stress_conditionunstressed*ConsonantP −0.10 0.05 3,300 −2.05 0.04
stress_conditionunstressed*ConsonantT −0.08 0.04 3,300 −1.89 0.06
stress_conditionunstressed*Vowel_heightnon-high 0.02 0.04 3,300 0.49 0.63

Appendix B

Mixed-effects models for each dependent variable (perceived aspiration and 
normalized VOT) for each subset (stressed— CV́ and unstressed— C.CV), with 
best-fitting lexical frequency measure (see Table 3, lower part)

We provide token counts and raw rate of Perceived Aspiration for each level of each main effect in the 
rightmost columns. Reference levels for each categorical main effect are italicized in the first column.

Table B1. Perceived aspiration, stressed-CV́ subset

Formula: perceived_aspiration ~ log(BADIP_frequency) × Generation + Consonant + Vowel_
height + (1 + log(BADIP_frequency)| Speaker)

Number of obs: 1942, groups: Speaker, 23

Fixed effects

Table B1. Perceived aspiration, stressed-CV subset.

Estimate Std. error z-value Pr(>|z|) n % Perceived aspirated

(Intercept) −6.66 1.41 −4.74 0.00  
log(BADIP_frequency) 0.52 0.19 2.75 0.01  
Generation1 634  6%
Generation2 3.43 1.56 2.20 0.03 685 13%

 (Continued)
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Estimate Std. error z-value Pr(>|z|) n % Perceived aspirated

(Intercept) 2.38 0.78 3.06 0.00  
log(Token_frequency) 0.03 0.08 0.33 0.74  
Generation1 579 86%
Generation2 −2.87 0.93 −3.08 0.00 385 52%
Generation3 −3.88 0.95 −4.09 0.00 418 35%
ConsonantK 406 58%
ConsonantP 0.01 0.22 0.04 0.97 284 64%
ConsonantT 0.72 0.19 3.85 0.00 692 62%
Vowel_height_High 281 67%
Vowel_heightnon-high −0.06 0.19 −0.31 0.76 1,101 60%

Estimate Std. Error df z-value Pr(>|z|) p-value

(Intercept) 0.45 0.04 42 10.05 0.00 p < .001
log(Token_frequency) 0.02 0.01 1,920 2.76 0.01 p < .01
Generation2 0.00 0.06 38 −0.07 0.94  

Table B2. Perceived aspiration, unstressed-C.CV subset

Formula: perceived_aspiration ~ log(Token_frequency) + Generation + Consonant + Vowel_height + (1 + 
 log(Token_frequency)| Speaker)

Number of obs: 1,382, groups: Speaker, 23

Fixed effects

Table B2. Perceived aspiration, unstressed-C.CV subset.

Estimate Std. error z-value Pr(>|z|) n % Perceived aspirated

Generation3 4.71 1.56 3.03 0.00 623 40%
ConsonantK 573 16%
ConsonantP 0.62 0.19 3.19 0.00 685 25%
ConsonantT 0.37 0.20 1.84 0.07 684 17%
Vowel_heightHigh 418 30%
Vowel_heightNon-high −0.90 0.18 −5.13 0.00 1,524 17%
log(BADIP_frequency)*Generation2 −0.34 0.21 −1.61 0.11  
log(BADIP_frequency)*Generation3 −0.26 0.21 −1.25 0.21  

Table B3. Normalized VOT, stressed-CV́ subset
Formula: VOT_divby_V ~ log(Token_frequency) × Generation + Consonant + Vowel_height + (1| Speaker)

Number of obs: 1,942, groups: Speaker, 23

(For token counts and reference levels, refer to the corresponding levels in the corresponding Perceived 
Aspiration model.)

Fixed effects

Table B3. Normalized VOT, stressed-CV subset.
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Table B4. Normalized VOT, unstressed-C.CV subset

Formula: VOT_divby_V ~ log(Token_frequency) × Generation + Consonant + Vowel_height + (1 + log 
(Token_frequency)| Speaker)

Number of obs: 1,382, groups: Speaker, 23

(For token counts, refer to the corresponding levels in the corresponding Perceived Aspiration model.)

Fixed effects

Table B4. Normalized VOT, unstressed-C.CV subset.

Estimate Std. Error df z-value Pr(>|z|) p-value

(Intercept) 1.46 0.18 21.70 7.98 0.00 p < .001
log(BADIP_frequency) −0.04 0.02 8.65 −2.23 0.05  
Generation2 −0.66 0.24 23.30 −2.75 0.01 p < .05
Generation3 −0.81 0.25 24.35 −3.21 0.001 p < .01
ConsonantP −0.21 0.05 1,312.34 −3.77 0.001 p < .001
ConsonantT −0.11 0.04 1,328.85 −2.51 0.01 p < .05
Vowel_heightnon-high −0.16 0.05 1,353.32 −3.51 0.001 p < .001
log(Token_frequency)*Generation2 0.04 0.03 16.53 1.70 0.11  
log(Token_frequency)*Generation3 0.05 0.03 18.05 1.72 0.10  

Estimate Std. Error df z-value Pr(>|z|) p-value

Generation3 −0.02 0.06 42 −0.36 0.72  
ConsonantP −0.12 0.01 1,920 −9.28 <0.001 p < .001
ConsonantT −0.09 0.01 1,920 −7.15 0.001 p < .001
Vowel_heightnon-high −0.21 0.01 1,920 −16.27 <0.001 p < .001
log(Token_frequency)*Generation2 0.00 0.01 1,920 −0.17 0.87  
log(Token_frequency)*Generation3 0.02 0.01 1,920 1.72 0.09  

Table B3. (Continued)


